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	How to Strengthen the FCC’s Proposed Net Neutrality Protections by Closing Loopholes and Matching the  2015 Open Internet Order
The Federal Communications Commission is looking to restore net neutrality for all Americans. The FCC published its proposal, a so-called Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), in October 2023. The comments period ended in mid-January. A vote is expected in late April. Read more about How to Strengthen the FCC’s Proposed Net Neutrality Protections by Closing Loopholes and Matching the  2015 Open Internet Order  
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	FAQs About The NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 2
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Read more about FAQs About The NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 2
	Over-the-air updates and regulatory recalls
Automakers (including Tesla, Daimer, Ford, and GM) as well as automated-driving developers (including  Read more about Over-the-air updates and regulatory recalls  
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Related Topics:&nbsp;Automated Driving
	New Paper on AI-Generated CSAM
Today, Lawfare published my paper on the law and policy implications of AI-generated child sex abuse material (CSAM), and there’s a podcast episode accompanying it featuring me and my Internet Observatory colleague David Thiel. Read more about New Paper on AI-Generated CSAM  
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	FAQs about the NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 1
The Supreme Court is about to review a constitutional challenge to two unprecedented and very complicated laws regulating social media. The laws were enacted by Texas and Florida in order to counter “censorship” and alleged anti-conservative bias of major Internet platforms like Facebook or YouTube. Both laws have “must-carry” rules that restrict platforms’ ability to moderate content under their preferred editorial policies, and “transparency” rules including requirements for platforms to notify users when their posts have been moderated. Read more about FAQs about the NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 1  
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Related Topics:&nbsp;Intermediary Liability
	On Cruise's Crash (and Quinn's Report)
Cruise has now released a preliminary report by Quinn Emanuel, the law firm that the company hired to review its response to its infamous October 2023 crash in California. A few initial thoughts: Read more about On Cruise&#039;s Crash (and Quinn&#039;s Report)  
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Related Topics:&nbsp;Automated Driving
	Reply Comments In the Matter of Safeguarding and Securing the Open Internet
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Author(s):&nbsp;Barbara van SchewickRead more about Reply Comments In the Matter of Safeguarding and Securing the Open InternetPublication Date:&nbsp;January 17, 2024Publication Type:&nbsp;Regulatory FilingIntroduction
 

I welcome the opportunity to submit reply comments to this proceeding.
 
I submit my comments as a professor of law and, by courtesy, electrical engineering at Stanford University whose research focuses on Internet architecture, innovation, and regulation. I have a Ph.D. in computer science and a law degree and have worked on net neutrality for the past 23 years.
 
I have not been retained or paid by anyone to participate in this proceeding, and I speak only for myself.
	Tool Without A Handle:  Are You Not Trained?
Tool Without a Handle:  Are You Not Trained?
This post takes up the questions of how copyright law may impact the development and commercialization of Artificial Intelligence ("AI") tools, given their use of other people's data, generally without prior notice or permission.  While litigation on these issues is still moving through the courts, it is possible that even straight reproductions of protected content by AI tools will be deemed lawful "fair use."  But there's much to argue for not resting the future of AI on that prospect, and instead to there's also much to offer in a voluntary, self-regulatory scheme, similar to how protected works are licensed and made broadly available through music licensing processes that allow licenses for public performances of copyrighted songs. Read more about Tool Without A Handle:  Are You Not Trained?
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	Patchwork AI Regulations
Introduction 
Where’s Waldo LLC (“Waldo”), your U.K. based digital advertising company, just got funded. Wonderful news! But it also just received a notice from the California Attorney General. Not wonderful. Why did you receive it? In the AG’s view, Waldo has been doing business in California since 2019. Along the way, Waldo’s AI has been scraping and storing digital personality profiles of 100,000 California residents. The software then creates visual representations of this data for licensing to brands like Nike. Nobody told you that California’s Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”) regulates the collection of such information. Until now. Read more to learn about some of the laws in the U.S. and beyond that regulate AI.  Read more about Patchwork AI Regulations
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	Event Report: International Trends In Network Usage Fees, October 4, 2023
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Date published:&nbsp;October 30, 2023On October 4, MediaNama conducted a discussion on network usage fees, based on issues raised in response to the TRAI’s consultation on regulation of over-the-top (OTT) services. The discussion focused broadly on the implications of charging network fees, what is the sender party network system and clarifications on the framework of South Korea and Europe, and the impact of fair share contribution from OTTS on net neutrality.
About the discussion
Speakers: Read more about Event Report: International Trends In Network Usage Fees, October 4, 2023Medianama

